Comparison of ultrasound-guided core-needle biopsy and fine-needle aspiration in the assessment of head and neck lesions.
Core-needle biopsy (CNB) has been successfully applied in other medical specialties, but its value is undetermined in otolaryngology. This prospective study includes 75 patients, who were seen at our institution with a cervical mass. The results of CNB were compared with those of fine-needle aspiration (FNA) in the 68 histologically verified cases. CNB was superior to FNA providing a specific diagnosis (90% vs 66%) and achieved a higher accuracy in identifying true neoplasms (100% vs 93%) and detecting malignancy (99% vs 90%). However, the sensitivity and specificity did not differ significantly between both methods. Sonography and if necessary FNA should continue to be the investigation method of first choice for head and neck lesions. The main indication for CNB is after repeated failures of FNA to provide a diagnosis. It can also be performed in patients who are not surgical candidates or in those who refuse surgery.